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Dear Mrs. Meagher, 

i 

I'm sorry I kept you on the telephone for so long, and I feel a little guilty, acs you told me that you are not in. good health. . By way of explana-.. tion '(if “not justifiation), I can only say that I consider you to be just about the most reliable and responsible source of information on this whole matter-~and to get the chance to talk to you in such detail was a genuine privilege, Other than the very recent books by Summers and Hurt, no one has ever put together the whole picture the way you. did--and the fact that they put the whole matter aside after raking in the profits, while you have maintained an active interest, speaks for itself. . f’m still thinking through your advice about writing about high-level involvement AMX Oswald's guilt or innocence. Without going into detail, I have toc onsider whether I could possibly write anything equal to what has already been written, and which would provide the reader with something truly! worthwhile to ponder. And then there are my own personal situations-- I, too, am not in good health, and cannot travel around Like many field invesitiggtors have done. In addition, my personal situation is just not condupivexkX to re-immersing myself in this whole matter--the woman I am in- volved with finds my interest in the assassination somewhat weird, and most people I know, while disbelieving the Warren Report, none the less believe that my interests are impractical and unrealistic. ...But, most of all, the qhestion remains, "Where do we go from here?" As much as I would like to believe otherwise, I tend to agree with you in regard to Banister, Ferrie Brading, et. al.--if involved at all, they were merely "bit pk ers", and, besides, there is no way to tie them definitively to anything it may well be that they W&KaM weKamemE were merely extremists who (Like Marcello and Trafficante) would have Liked to see Kennedy out of the picture, but who had no more to do with the events in Dallas than you or I had to do with Hinckley's shboting of Reagan, However, I would hesitate to accuse Johnson or Nixon or J, ddgar Hoover without something much more substantial. indeed it may well be that Hoover believed he had to cover up to protect the FBI's image, and his own place in history--the infamous Shanklin/Hosty incident may be traceable to hothing more than their boss's concern for his own self- image, -..Of course, a lot. offthis might become clearer if we could ever find out just what Oswald's role was in relation to Naval Intelligence, the CIA, etc., but I think it's clear that such information can be withheld as long mmkk as such agencies deem it Necessary, ome, bO.scol don't know if I'm in any position to write anything truly mean- ingful, but this much TI can pledge to you, and to all the first-generation criti¢s: I shall never abandon my interest in this matter, and will always discuss as much as I know with whoever will listen. Maybe some day f£ will strike: a responsive chord with somebody , and that pefson may have the time, energy, resources, and stick-to~?tciveness to do something truly innovative, Those jof us who Live--or believe we Llive--for some purpose beyond mere survi val and comfort must recognize that the question of the JFK assassination is not some meaningless quest for trivia (such as whether Ava Brqun and Hitler took arsenic together before he shot himself), but a quest for truth at the deepest level-~-for if our government has really Lied to us for all these years, then there is truly something rotten and evil beneath the surface ~which,, if not healed, may in its latter-day manifestations lead to events far more sinister than the murder of a single individual. The traumatic emotions that I still feel after 23 years were not so much caused by the murder! of President Kennedy (€or Tippit, or Oswald), as by the fraud that has been perpetrated on us all--indeed on thewhole world--by arrogant people in positions of power, And I am thankful to you, andito all the "eritics', for your mind-boggling Labors in the face of almost superhuman Opposition, and even danger to your own safety. May those of us who have listened never forget! 
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